
A “VIRUS”   , the invisible enemy.

A "virus" is a perfect tool to spread fear, an invisible enemy.

Take away - Next Level video 

As long as people believe in viruses they will be controlled and manipulated with 
repeated scams,  participate in self-harm,  a never ending story.

Such a narrative would never function with things that exist eg. Bacteria , fungi , etc 
as they are visible, or measurable with simple means.

What if for the introduction / implementation of drastic measures (such as lockdowns, 
masks, "vaccinations" etc.) instead of a "virus"  it would be claimed :
bacteria , fungi biological or chemical hazardous substances , radiation , particulate 
matter ? 
These can be measured by simple means and they could not fool people so easily.

⸺-
What is claimed with viruses ?

That commercially available microscope is not sufficient for visibility. Expensive, 
special devices (EM) are required!
 NO possibility for the general public to check the existence itself! 
People have to BELIEVE it!  Very clever! 

The "belief" in the existence of "viruses" is decisively shaped by:
Virology Pharma Medicine
Government agencies (e.g. RKI, CDC, FDA,  WHO ,  health authorities...)
Mainstream  media
Worldwide propaganda

When it becomes known (to the general public) that an alleged "virus" has never been 
detected... ... virology, mainstream media, authorities and government agencies will 
lose people's "blind" trust!



Will have a global Impact ie. No virus , end of of all unjustified measures .

⸻

A virus has never been proven scientifically to exist *
People are manipulated through fear of an invisible entity that no-one has ever 
seen. They wear masks, get tested, allow themselves to be jabbed and give or 
have their freedoms taken away. 

If people stop blindly believing in non-existent viruses they will  start questioning  the 
justification of any so called vaccines, antivirals and other big pharma  medications 
and claims.

They will start  questioning the people behind 
-politics
-medical research 
-doctors
- main stream media and the propaganda that drives  the agenda of control 
- question the  failures of the judicial system 
-the false philanthropists, the self proclaimed saviours of the planet

They will question the role institutions like  WHO, UN, WEF , the ultimate power grab .

⸻

People need to stop participating in building their own slavery.

What stands in the way ?  FEAR!
Fear of an alleged virus.
Virology is antiscientific, no isolate, no control experiments, the genome is a construct, 
contagion was never proven.
What virologists define as viruses are tissue artefacts. 

That is the start , the domino to stop the agenda. Without a virus all measures  become  
immediately invalid .



What will the virologist , the “philanthropists” , big pharma do if there is no more 
alleged virus.?
They lose their influence.

What will  the institutions , the WEF do if they so not have their facilitators anymore ie. 
the virologists , doctors, pharma ?
They will stand no chance . 

There will always be people who always believe  anything but if the majority get out of 
their fear that blinds them from seeing what is planned.

Aside from the indoctrination and conditioning , it is the fear that has blinded the many 
to see what is going on.

The central element, the domino stone that links everything  is virology .
The refutation of virology is crucial for people  to get out of fear and take back their 
freedoms , take back responsibility and  enjoy life.

They can only manipulate people via invisible enemies that no one has ever seen. 

A "virus" is a perfect tool to spread fear, a invisible enemy.

If clarify the virus question not only will end the corona but will ensure something 
like this never happens again.

—-
Virology is not a science.
It is antiscientific as it makes a mockery of the scientific method .

“Five examples of absolutely necessary control experiments that virologists have not 
carried out to this day:

1.) Control experiments, which rule out that the cytopathic effect, which virologists 
claim as virus detection, does not result from the experimental setup itself. Some 
studies claim that a control was performed, but lack of documentation renders it 
impervious to verification and therefore unprovable.



2.) A control experiment resulting from purely scientific logic is one that uses the 
developed PCR method (real-time RT-PCR) with clinical samples from people with 
diseases other than those attributed to the virus - and also using samples from healthy 
people, animals and plants - to verify whether their material also turns out to be 
"positive" when tested.

3.) Control experiments to rule out that even with human/microbial RNA from a lung 
lavage
- from a healthy person,
- from a person with another lung disease,
- from a person who tested negative for SARS-CoV-2,
or from such RNA from reserve samples from the time when the SARS-CoV-2 virus 
was still unknown, exactly the same generating of a virus genome from short RNA 
fragments is possible!

4.) Control experiments regarding the genome sequencing from the "infected cell 
culture" to rule out that other virus genomes can also be assembled "de novo" or by 
alignment with other reference genomes.

5.) Control experiments to rule out that the genome of the target virus was assembled 
"de novo" or by alignment from the negative control culture.”
( Source, Next Level Magazine, Virology is not Science)


